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Inequality – The Causes Inequality – The Meritocratic 

Justification

In this project we explore, not how the idea of meritocracy 

may serve to justify income inequality, but how the 

practical, routine implementation of meritocracy may 

breed this inequality further



In a variety of social contexts, measuring merit or performance 

is a crucial step toward enforcing meritocratic ideals



Workable measures of merit are bound to obfuscate the 

fuzziness, ambiguity, and multidimensionality of it – that is, to 

reify merit or performance into artificially crisp and clear-cut 

things, such as ratings for example
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Example – Grading a batch of essays





Do operations of evaluation that reify merit contribute to breed 

inequality by bracketing the ambiguity of merit in the eyes of 

third-party observers?



Do operations of evaluation that reify merit contribute to breed 

inequality by bracketing the ambiguity of merit in the eyes of 

third-party observers?

Two questions: 

A. Does the reification of performance breed inequality?

B. If so, what are the mechanisms at play?
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Our main experimental task asks participants to divide a $10,000 bonus between 
three employees based on the reading of their annual performance reviews
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Expected bonus distributions:



Our experiment was preregistered through the Open Science Framework:

Fabien Accominotti and Daniel Tadmon

“Reification of Employee Performance and Inequality in Employee 

Compensation” 

Available at https://osf.io/s7zu4/

It was run with a total of 2,844 U.S. online participants recruited through 

Amazon Mechanical Turk service

https://osf.io/s7zu4/


We redacted the names of the 
firm, employees, and supervisor

We did not redact employee 
gender

The three employees are 
described as “business 
coordinators”



Ratings of each employee’s performance by our independent set of online respondents

We crowd-sourced our “crisp ratings” to an independent set of MTurk 
respondents, recruited from the same pool as our experimental participants
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Non-reified condition:

Participants read narrative 
evaluations

Reified + Quantified condition: 

Narrative evaluations appear together 
with their average rating by an 
independent set of MTurk respondents, 
expressed as a score



Average bonuses awarded in the non-reified condition



Average bonuses awarded in the non-reified and reified conditions



The bonus gap between top and bottom performers grows by $368, or about 
20%, when performance is reified



Average bonuses awarded in the non-reified, reified, and reified + quantified 
conditions



The bonus gap widens by another $209, or 11%, when performance is presented 
as a quantified score



OLS Predictors of the Bonus Gap between Top and Bottom Performers

Predictors Model 1 Model 2

Reified 393.62*** 397.62***

(104.29) (104.09)

Reified + Quantified 581.37*** 576.15***

(105.01) (104.84)

Income [1-12] 31.62** 29.36**

(14.56) (14.25)

Political Leaning (D-R) [1-7] 31.52 34.47

(22.97) (22.70)

Age 5.28

(3.87)

Male Respondent -2.84

(86.69)

Received Performance Report 85.07

(138.64)

Gave Performance Report -107.79

(93.26)

Constant 1,344.90*** 1,567.89***

(209.68) (135.36)

Observations 1,334 1,334

Residual Std. Error 1,564.31 1,563.74

F Statistic 5.35*** 9.95***

** p < .05; *** p < .01 (two-tailed tests)

Being a higher earner 
and leaning Republican 
also drive the bonus 
gap upwards



The bonus gap widens by another $209, or 11%, when performance is presented 
as a quantified score



Mechanism I – A sense of greater authority?

Participants in our reified conditions may feel more comfortable dividing the 
bonus unequally because they may feel they have more authoritative information 
about the employees



Mechanism I – A sense of greater authority?

Participants in our reified conditions may feel more comfortable dividing the 
bonus unequally because they may feel they have more authoritative information 
about the employees

We do find higher levels of 
comfort to be associated with 
greater inequality in bonus 
allocations

Yet we do not find higher levels of comfort in our reified and reified-quantified 
conditions



Mechanism II – Accepting hierarchy

Does the reification of merit breed inequality by turning off observers’ resistance 
to the idea that different people can be regarded as unequally deserving?



Participants in the non-reified condition are more likely to divide the bonus 
perfectly equally between the three employees, thereby making the statement 
that they do not see them as unequally deserving



Reification and gender



Reification increases inequality more powerfully for a group of male than for a 
group of female employees



The bad news –

The reification of merit involved in our routine implementations 

of meritocracy polarizes rewards between the deserving and 

others

The good news –

By changing subtle aspects of our evaluation systems – i.e. by 

removing their reifying character – we may be able to reduce 

the inequality they generate



Thank you!



Reification acts more powerfully on men at both ends of the performance 
distribution



Reification increases inequality more powerfully for a group of male than for a 
group of female employees, regardless of participant gender



Just-world believers who think that people generally get what they deserve in life 
reward employees more unequally



Reification has more sway on just-world skeptics: it is as if it convinced them of 
the trustworthiness of the evaluation system, thereby making them more willing 
to reward employees more unequally



Main task participants BJW survey respondents

Percent Female .56 .54

Political Leaning (D-R) [1-7] 3.4 3.4

Income [1-12] 5.6 5.8

Age 37.3 39.7***

*** p < .01 (two-tailed tests)

Belief in a Just World survey respondents’ demographics vs. demographics of all 
participants in our main experimental task



Reification has more sway on Republicans than it has on Democrats



The crisp ratings in our reified conditions could afford participants an easy 
shortcut to ascertain the hierarchy of merit between the three employees

This may result in less unusual distributions of bonuses between our bottom, 
medium, and top performers, and therefore in greater inequality on average in 
our reified conditions



Average merit-based bonuses in the non-reified, reified, and reified + quantified 
conditions: participants with a consensus view of the merit hierarchy only



The bonus gap widens with reification and quantification: participants with a 
consensus view of the merit hierarchy only



How representative of the US population is our sample of online participants? 

Gender

Income (Household) Race and Ethnicity

Age



Empirical evidence for our first exclusion criterion: time spent on main task



Empirical evidence for our second exclusion criterion: time spent on instruction 
page



Major demographics remain balanced across conditions after the application of 
our exclusion criteria



Major demographics remain balanced across conditions after the application of 
our exclusion criteria



In August of 2018, MTurk requesters noticed a proliferation of low quality responses 
on the platform, seemingly originating from a small number of server farms in the U.S.

Using anchoring tasks, trolley dilemmas, etc., it was established that these responses 
originated from human workers outside of the U.S.

In our observations we noticed a correlation between responses from multiple similarly 
geolocated IP ranges and:

- failed attention checks;
- nonsensical answers to open-ended questions;
- misalignment between bonus allocations and consensual performance hierarchy.

Our exclusion criteria take care of this issue. We excluded based on:
- number of attention checks failed;
- time spent reading instructions and completing our main task;
- participants not opening all performance reports.

Our exclusion criteria eliminated 95% of responses from these suspicious IP ranges (our 
most prolific geolocation yielded 60 responses, of which 58 were excluded based on our 
criteria)

The Amazon MTurk Summer 2018 Bot Scare – and how we dealt with it:


